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PUBLISHER'S PROFILE

Peter Smith Publisher, Inc.
6 Lexington Ave.
Magnolia, MA 01930
telephone: (508)525-3562

MaryAnn Lash, President

For more than fifty years, Peter Smith Publisher has been offering hard-cover reprints of scarce and desirable books, as well as selected cloth-bound paperbacks. The New York Times Book Review even called them "the dean of reprint publishers."

Peter Smith Publisher reprints cover all major subject areas with an emphasis in the humanities and social sciences. In addition, they offer a selection of children's and young adult classics. Peter Smith has a reputation as an outstanding academic reprint house.

Peter Smith publishes about 70 books each year and offers 2000 titles in print. Their 1990/91 catalog is available upon request.

Ms. Lash is particularly interested in the out-of-print academic needs of university and college libraries and welcomes contact from librarians for titles to consider for reprint.

[Let us know if you'd like to see a particular publisher profiled here and we'll try to comply!]

Consult the Experts

The Gmelin Handbook is the indispensable compendium and reference work in inorganic chemistry and related sciences. It provides a comprehensive, critically evaluated review of experimental and theoretical data of all chemical elements and their compounds, including organometallic compounds. Gmelin now consists of more than 600 volumes. Since 1982 all volumes have been published in English. The volumes illustrated are among the latest supplements.
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